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I. HARD AND SOFTWARE (YOUR STUDIO) 
 

One of the reasons we’re able to mount an effort like the New Books Network is economic: it just 
doesn’t cost that much to create and distribute quality audio anymore. Discounting the computer, 
everything you need can be had for less than three hundred dollars. Here’s what you’ll require. 
 
1) A computer. Modern computers have more power and features than most folks need. Which is 

to say that your computer, even if it is a five-year-old laptop, will be sufficient for the purposes of 
recording a New Books Network interview.  
 

2) A stand-alone USB microphone or good headset. All modern computers come with built-in 
microphones. They are getting better, but better still is a stand-alone mic. As Google will tell you, 
there are a lot of them on the market. They range in cost from around $40 to $250. A good 
inexpensive option is the Blue Microphones USB “Yeti” ($100); a good expensive option is the 
Rode Podcaster ($230). A headset—which is a set of headphones with an attached boom mic—is 
also a good option. I recommend the Sennheiser PC 8 USB - Stereo USB Headset for PC and 
MAC. It will cost you about $40. 

 
3) A set of closed earphones (aka “cans”) if you are going to use a stand-alone mic. Have you 

ever seen the host a radio show sporting earbuds or open earphones? No. That’s because they 
don’t work in the radio context. They won’t work for you either. So get yourself a set of closed 
earphones, or “cans.” A good inexpensive option is the Sennheiser HD201 Headphones ($20); a 
good expensive option is the Audio-Technica ATH-M35 Studio Headphones ($55). 

 
4) A “Hobbyist” account at Zencastr (http://zencastr.com, free). Zencastr is a service created by 

and for podcasters. It is better than ordinary VOIP services because it records both ends of a 
conversation locally (that is, on each ends’ hard drive) and then delivers the results to your desktop 
or a Dropbox folder. Separate, “local” recording vastly improves sound quality. Zencastr is very 
easy to use. In the NBN’s portal, there is a guide called “How to Record and NBN Interview 
Using Zencastr” that will take you through Zencastr’s use.  

 
a) Why don’t we use Zoom (or Teams, or Meetings, etc.)? The reason we prefer Zencastr 

to Zoom (etc.) has to do with the way Zoom (etc.) record. They record the VOIP signal, that 
is, what you hear. That means: 1) if the Internet goes bad, the recording will go bad; 2) they 
record both “sides” together in one file, meaning the two “sides” cannot be edited separately 
(editing the sides separately is important in post-production). Zencastr does not recorded what 
you hear.  It uses the VOIP signal (what you hear) as a monitor. It records the two “sides” 
separately and locally (on your computer and your guests computer) and delivers them 
separately. 
 

5) What happens when Zencastr won’t work? It sometimes happens (though rarely) that your 
guest cannot make Zencastr work, usually because they have not updated their browser (or some 
such). In this case, you should not try to fix the problem. Rather, you should fall back immediately 
to Zoom (or Teams, or some VOIP-based service). Thanks to the pandemic, everyone can now 
use Zoom (or something like Zoom). So, if you encounter a problem, you should write or say to 
your guest: “This is not working, so I’m going to send you a Zoom link and we’ll use that to record 
the interview.” Then send them the link by email and record the session. The audio will not be as 
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good as Zencastr, but it is good enough when you can’t use Zencastr.  
 
All set. Now you arrange and prepare for the interview. 
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II. PRE-PRODUCTION (THE SET UP) 
 

Before you can do an interview, you need to identify a book, get it, see what it says, and make a 
date with the author. This phase is called “pre-production,” and this is how I do it.  
 
1) Identify the book. You might think that finding just the right book to do is the most important 

part of any New Books Network show. It’s not. There is no “just right book.” There are, however, 
books that meet various criteria to varying degrees and therefore recommend themselves more 
than other books. In general, the books you pick should be: a) relevant to the subject of your 
show; b) written by someone who knows what they’re talking about; and c) of interest to you. To 
my mind, c) is far and away the most important criterion: if you don’t find the subject interesting, 
you’re going to sound uninterested. In the NBN host’s portal, you will find a document called 
“How to Find and Register books for the NBN” that will walk you through the steps of finding 
and registering books on the NBN website. 
 

2) Ask the author if they want to do the interview. You should write the author an email with the 
subject line “Interview about your book” or something like that. Then, in the body of the email, 
simply ask if they would like to be interviewed on the New Books Network about their book 
(include the title of the book). You can include something about the NBN, e.g., that its mission is 
public education; that it is the largest book podcast network in the work, that it reaches hundreds 
of thousands of listeners a month; and that its listeners download well over a million NBN 
episodes a month. You should always say that, if they agree to the interview, you will be in touch 
about a date and time convenient for them.  

 
a) What if the author does not respond? In my experience, the author will almost always agree 

to the interview. If they do not respond within a week, you should send a follow up email. If 
they do not respond to that, then move on. 
 

b) What if I can’t find the author’s email? In a minority of cases, you will not be able to find 
the author’s email. In this case, you should contact the press, the publicist who is handling the 
book, or even the author’s publicist (if they have a publicist). These people may nor may not 
respond.  
 

3) Register the book as “in progress” on the NBN website. You go to the NBN host’s portal, 
log in, and add a new book in progress. For details, see the document How to Find and Register 
books for the NBN. Registering books as “in progress” is important as it’s the way we avoid doing 
books more than once.  

 
 
4) Get the book. You may already have the book, in which case you are all set. If you don’t, there 

are a number of ways to get a book once you’ve identified it. Here they are, from most effective 
to least effective (where “effective” means “likely to get you the book in a timely way.”) 

 
a) Ask the author to ask the press to send you a copy. After the author has agreed to the 

interview, you should send a follow up email that says two things: 1) That you would appreciate 
it if they would ask the press the send you a copy of the book. When authors ask presses to 
send NBN hosts books, they will almost always do it immediately; 2) That you will be in touch 
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with them as soon as you’ve had a chance to read the book about a date and time for the 
interview.  
 

b) Ask the press to send you a copy of the book. The presses used to send a lot of “review 
copies.” They don’t do that as much anymore. But you can ask presses to send you copies of 
books that you might cover on the NBN. Some will, some won’t.  
 

5) Familiarize yourself with the book.  You may have already read the book, in which case you 
are all set. If not, you need to familiarize yourself with it. You may want to read it cover to cover. 
This, however, is not necessary to conduct a good NBN interview. What is necessary for a good 
NBN interview is 5 to 10 questions about the book’s contents. The purpose of the interviews is 
to allow the authors to tell the audience what they found in their research and wrote in their books. 
The interviews are not “reviews”; they are not exercises in criticism and debate. Given this purpose, 
it’s best just to lead the author through the contents of the book, asking one question for each 
chapter or topic. You need not say “In chapter 2, you discuss X. Could you tell us about that?” 
Rather, you can say “I found your discussion of X interesting. Could you tell us about that?”  

 
6) Set a date. Once you have the book and have reviewed it, you can set a date for the interview. 

This involves emailing the author (or, rarely, the marketer or the author’s agent) around seven 
days before you plan to do the interview. Too far out and they will forget; too far in and they will 
be booked.  
 

7) Prepare your guest, technically speaking. In most cases you will use Zencastr to conduct and 
record the interview. If you are using Zencastr, you need to tell your guests three things before 
the interview. This is important. 

 
a) To use the “Chrome” browser. Zencastr really only works in Chrome. Both you and your 

guest need to be using it. Since it’s by far the most popular browser in use today, and is free, 
this should be no problem. If your guest cannot use Chrome, then fall back to Zoom.  

 
b) To check their email for an invitation (link) to a Zencastr conversation immediately 

before the interview is scheduled to begin. As you’ll see below, you begin a Zencastr 
recording by opening Zencastr, logging in and then starting a new session (“recording”). Once 
you’ve done that, it will generate a link that you can copy and send to your guest by email. This 
link will enable them to join the conversation. Tell your guest to expect the email with link 
immediately before the interview.  

 
If your guest can’t use Zencastr for whatever reason, you’ll be using Zoom as I explained above. 

 
 
Now you’re ready to do the interview. 
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III. PRODUCTION (THE INTERVIEW) 
 

An interview is just a discussion. It is, however, a peculiar kind of discussion. Below I describe 
some of the tips and tricks. 
 
1) Make sure you aren’t interrupted. Put a note on your door saying “Do Not Disturb, Interview 

in Progress.” Turn off your phones. All of them (landline and cell).  
 
2) Don’t be squeaky, smacky or sniffly. Your mic is more sensitive than you know. If your desk 

chair swivels, it will probably squeak. If it does, sit in a non-swivel chair. If you eat or drink during 
the interview, you will smack. That’s gross. Stop it. If you’ve got a cough or the sniffles, take some 
medicine. In general, when you aren’t talking (which will be almost all of the time) lean away from 
the mic and don’t move around.  

 
3) Put the book in front of you. You’ll need the book during the interview. Actually, you’ll only 

need two pages of it: a) the title page so you know the author’s name and the book title (both of 
which you will say several times) and; b) the table of contents (this will help you structure the 
interview when you get to “the book” portion of the call—see below). Do not leaf through the 
books during the interview; the mic will pick it up.  

 
4) Make the “call.” If your using Zencastr, you just go to Zencastr on line (remember, use the 

“Chrome” browser), log in, and start a new session. Send an email with the Zencastr invitation 
link to your guest (they will be expecting this email) a minute before the interview is scheduled to 
begin. Then wait until they click the link. Once they do, you should see their name pop up in the 
Zencastr window and you should be able to talk to them. If everything is working right, you can 
hit “record” in Zencastr and proceed. 

 
5) Always begin by asking  “Is now still a good time to talk?” You’re ready for the interview, 

but your guest may not be. So you have to begin by asking if “now” is still a convenient time to 
do the interview. They will always say “yes” because they’ve been waiting to do the show. But it 
is professional and polite to inquire. If they say “No, now’s not a good time” then ask when a good 
time would be or, if you are unsure of your schedule, tell them you can arrange a new time over 
email. 

 
6) Thank them for being on the show and tell them that you enjoyed the book. This gesture 

puts them at ease and gives you a chance to warm them up. If you can be specific (“I really liked 
how you…”) that’s even better. Chit-chat. 

 
7) Explain the structure of the interview. After you’ve put them at ease, say a sentence like “Let 

me explain the structure of the interview, just so you know where we are and where we’re going.”  
 

a) Introduction. “Here I’ll so a brief introduction, just a few words. Then I’ll turn right to you.” 
 

b) Part I: The Bio. “I wonder if you’d begin the interview by saying a few words about yourself, that is, where 
you were born, where you went to school, how you became interested in X, whether you had a mentor, etc. This 
part usually lasts 5 minutes or so.” 
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c) Part II: The Book. “Second, we’ll begin talking about the book itself. I’ll signal the beginning of this 

segment by saying something like ‘Tell us how you came to write X.’ We’ll then just proceed through the chapters, 
and I’ll ask the occasional leading question. You should be expansive in this portion of the interview. If you 
want to go on for 15 minutes, feel free. The listeners want to hear you and not me. This part of the interview 
ordinarily lasts 45 minutes or so.” 
 

d) Part III: The Closing. “Finally, when we’ve come to about 50 or 55 minutes, I’ll say something like 
“Well, X, we’ve taken up a lot of your time,” which is radio-speak for “We are out of time.” Then I’ll ask 
the traditional final question on New Books in X (My traditional final question is “What are you 
working on now?” but you can use whatever question you like.) This part of the interview lasts around 
5 minutes.  

 
e) Conclusion. When we’re done I’ll say goodbye and you’ll say goodbye, but don’t hang up. I’ll just turn 

the recording equipment off. Then, after we’re off the air, we can chat a bit about what will happen next.” 
 
8) Ask how to pronounce their name and what they want to be called. Never assume you know 

how to pronounce someone’s name. Always ask. Then ask what they would like to be called on 
the air. Mike or Michael? Cathy or Catherine? 

 
9) Tell them not to worry about interruptions on their end. You’ve got a nice quiet place and 

have told people not to interrupt you. They may not have the one or have done the other. So say 
something like “If we get interrupted by X, Y or Z, don’t worry. We’ll just edit that out.”  

 
10) Count them in. Now you’re ready. So as not to startle them, say “We’re ready. I’ll countdown three, 

two, one and then we’ll be recording.” Then turn the recording equipment on, make absolutely sure 
you are recording, count down and do the introduction:  

 
11) Introduce them and part one. “Hello everybody, and welcome back to New Books in X, a podcast channel 

on the New Books Network I’m [your name], the host of the channel. Today we’ll be talking to [guest’s full name] 
about his/her new book, X.” You can add something about the author or the book at this point, but 
that’s not necessary]. Then say “[Guest’s full name], welcome to the show.” After they respond, say 
“[Guest’s first name], I wonder if you could begin the interview by telling us a bit about yourself.” Thus 
commences part one, the bio.  

 
12) Introduce part two. Once the bio winds down, say something like “How did you come to write X?” 

as you’d previously outlined. They will explain the origin of the book, and then you can jump in 
with a question based on the first chapter, then the second chapter, and so on. Make sure you let 
them go. Do not interject too often and carefully avoid over-talking. Remember, New Books 
Network interviews are just that—interviews, not debates.  

 
13) Introduce part three. After about 50 minutes (almost all of which will be them talking), say “Well, 

[guest’s first name], we’ve taken up a lot of your time” as previously outlined and ask the traditional final 
question. Let them go for a few minutes and then say, “[Guest’s first name], that sounds like a great 
project. I want to thank you for being on the show today. I really enjoyed it. Take care.” They will say good-
bye and then turn the recording equipment off.  

 
14) DO NOT HANG UP. It’s important that after you and your guest are done with the recording 
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session (after you stop recording) that both of you stay on the line. This is because the files have 
to upload to the cloud (Zencastr’s server) and then you have to download the files to your 
computer. This is called “Finalization.” Zencastr will tell you when “finalization” is done. It usually 
happens almost instantaneously, but if the guest has a slow internet connection it may take up to 
a few minutes. Once the files are available for download on your computer, download them. There 
should be two files—one for your “side” and one for your “guests” side. If you have more than 
one guest, then there will be one file for each. Do not do any “post-production” on the files or 
mix them down to one file. Zencastr will offer you this option; do not do it. We want the separate 
files, one for each participant in the session. 

 
15) Do the post interview. Once you are off the air, say “We’re off the air now. That was great.” Chit-

chat a bit. Again this puts them at ease. Then say “Let me say a few words about what will happen now.” 
Explain that post-production (the creation of the podcast itself) will be done by Mission Control 
(us, here at NBN central) and that the podcast will be put in the publication queue. Tell them that 
it could be a week or more before the podcast is published, but that it might be less.  

 
 
16) Send them the URL. Once the interview is up on your New Books channel, send the guest a short 

email something like this: Dear [guest’s first name], Thanks for being on the show. The interview turned out 
very well indeed. Here’s the URL: [paste the URL]. All the Best, [you]. 

 
Now the post-production phase begins.  
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IV. POST-PRODUCTION (THE POST) 
 

One of the efficiencies of the New Books Network is that content and form, so to speak, are separated. 
You take care of the former (content), and we take care of the latter (post-production, publication, 
promotion). Here’s how it works.  
 
 
1) Put the audio files in the Dropbox folder for your channel. If you’ve done the interview on 

Zencastr, then the audio files (at least two of them) will be in Dropbox > Apps > Zencastr > 
[Name of Session, e.g., “jane-jones-interview”]. Drag them to your desktop to save a copy for 
yourself. Always archive the “raw” versions of your interview files; you never know when you’ll 
need them. Then drag copies of them to the NBN Dropbox folder we shared with you when you 
joined. It will be called something obvious, like “Anthropology” or “History.”  
 
Make sure that your files are correctly named so we know what they are. The formula (to use New 
Books in History as an example) is NB History Guest Side.mp3, NB History Host Side.mp3 and NB 
History Smith Blog Post.doc. If you put them all in a folder (NB History Smith Files), even better.  
 

2) Provide the blog post for the episode.  Either before or immediately after the interview, you 
will need to provide a blog post about the book. The posts are nothing but a description of what 
the book is about. They should never be openly critical; we do not review books, but rather bring 
books to the attention of readers.  
 
You can write something yourself if you like. But you are also free to use the promo copy (“blurb”) 
on the book’s Amazon page or publisher’s website as the blog post. Just copy and paste it. These 
blurbs area almost always written by the author, so they do a good job of explaining what the book 
is about.  
 
You can add the blog post to the book’s entry on our profile page of the NBN host’s portal. The 
book should be in your “Books in Progress” list. Just click the entry and paste the blog post in the 
appropriate window. Then save.  
 
At the end of the blog post, put a little byline. It can be as long or short as you like, and include 
links to things like Twitter, department pages, etc. You can find many examples of the kinds of 
bylines hosts write on the NBN website.  
 
Once the blog post is complete and pasted into the book’s entry on the NBN website, you can set 
the entry to “Ready to Publish.” This signals to me exactly that: that the episode is all set.  
 
NB 1: It’s also a good idea put a copy of the blog post (together with the raw audio files) in the 
appropriate Dropbox folder.  
 
NB 2: It’s also a good idea to send me an email saying “This one is ready to go.”  

 
3) Relax. You’re done now, and our work begins. We will do all the post-production and schedule the 

interview. Once it’s scheduled, it will appear as “Pending” in on your profile page on the NBN’s hosts 
portal.  


